tive is to develop concepts of bounded variation, absolute continuity and generalized Jacobian, which yield a theory comparable in utility and scope with the classical one-dimensional theory. Various approaches to this general objective may be found in the literature. The present note is concerned with the line of thought presented in reference 1. The theory in reference 1 is developed for the case n = 2. For this case, the theory may be considered as essentially complete, due to the sustained efforts of many mathematicians. The generalization to the n-dimensional case represents a long-range program of great interest and great difficulty. The purpose of this note is to report on progress achieved by the writers in this general direction. We shall present in detail the precise definitions of the n-dimensional concepts of bounded variation, absolute continuity and generalized Jacobian which we use in our work, and we shall describe applications to the transformation of multiple integrals, a topic which is discussed in Part IV of reference 1 for the case n = 2.
Basic Concepts.-Let Do be a bounded domain (connected open set) in the space U', and let f: Do -* X' be a bounded continuous mapping from Do into the space X . In analogy with the 2-dimensional case it is expedient to assign to every point x of Xn an essential multiplicity relative to the mapping f. For the 2-dimensional case, various equivalent definitions of the essential multiplicity are available-in fact, four such essential multiplicities were actually used in the literature. In reference 2 these essential multiplicities are den,oted by T, s6I, 'I'*, respectively.
Since they differ from each other only on countable sets, they can be used interchangeably throughout the 2-dimensional theory. However, the corresponding essential multiplicities in n dimensions may differ from each other on sets of positive measure. Recent results of Federer3 indicate that the multiplicity corresponding to the largest one of the four multi-plicities just mentioned, namely **, is the appropriate one for the ndimensional case. In the work of Federer, the definition of this multiplicity is stated, in a very convenient manner, in terms of relative Cech cohomology groups. This essential multiplicity is used in the present note, and is denoted by K. For the concept of absolute continuity several equivalent definitions are available in the 2-dimensional case. For the n-dimensional case the choice is again restricted; we found it appropriate to adopt the definition proposed in reference 4. Finally, for the n-dimensional generalized Jacobian we found it convenient to adopt the form of the definition suggested in reference 5 for the 2-dimensional case. Precise definitions of these basic concepts follow.
The Index ,u(x, f, D The Essential Generalized Jacobian Je(u, T).-Assume that f is eB V in D0. For each open interval I in Do, the signed essential multiplicity function I,e(x, f, I) is defined almost everywhere in X" and is summable. The Lebesgue integral of ue(x, f, I) yields a function of intervals I in Do which possesses a derivative almost everywhere in Do; this derivative is the essential generalized Jacobian Je(u, f).
Application to the Transformation of n-tuple Integrals.-In terms of the preceding concepts, transformation formulae for n-tuple integrals are established which represent complete generalizations of the 2-dimensional formulae in reference 1, IV.4.4, IV.4.6, IV.4.7, IV.4.9, with the signed essential multiplicity IM,e replacing the function v in these formulae.! As a generalization of reference 1, IV. 4.8, it is shown that if f is eB V in Do, then the integral over Do of Je(u, f) is less than or equal to the integral over X' of K(x, f, Do), the sign of equality holding if and only if f is eA C in Do. The range of applicability of these n-dimensional transformation formulae depends upon the scope of the eA C mappings. It is shown that this class is closed under various limit processes, the results representing complete generalizations of the closure theorems in reference 1, IV. 4.11, IV. 4.12, IV. 4.15, IV. 4.16, IV. 4.17, IV. 4.18, IV. 4.19 . It is demonstrated that if f is eB V in Do and if the coordinate functions defining f possess complete differentials almost everywhere in Do, then Je(u, f) agrees with the ordinary Jacobian almost everywhere in Do. Consequently the ndimensional transformation formulae contain, as very special cases, various special results established in previous literature. Many further results presented in Part IV of reference 1 admit of a complete generalization to n dimensions.
A detailed presentation of our work is now being prepared for publication.
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